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Power supply:　　AA batteries
lighting time:　　（When using alkaline batteries）
                             About 5 hours　(the normal mode)
                             About 10 hours  (light flicker mode)
＊When using manganese batteries, the lighting time becomes 
　short.
Size: 92mm × 92mm × 97mm
Weight: about 110g (not including battery)
The specifications of product may be changed at any time due 
to improvement without notice.

Product Specifications
 Origami is the art of paper folding,which is one of the Japanese  
traditional culture. Then "Orizuru" (paper crane), is a design that is 
considered to be the most classic of all Japanese origami. It is 
considered a symbol of peace and happiness in japan.
 The "glowing Orizuru" (EL sheet Paper crane)is a unique product 
that combines japanese Origami. This item is made of inorganic 
thin-film electroluminescence. When the power is turned on, you 
can see the Orizuru will glow.
Before you power on Orizuru,  please read the instruction manual 
carefully.

Glow Orizuru  (EL sheet Paper Crane)
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[ How to clean]
●  Do not use penzine, thinner , alcohol, polish and bariousbrushes to å
　clean Orizuru .  Otherwise, it may cause the Orizuru to be discolored 
　or scraped. Please do not use gasoline, dilute liquid, alcohol, and 
　polishing powder to clean Orizuru. Also, you can't use a brush. 
　Otherwise, it may cause the Orizuruto be discolored or scraped.
●   please use a drap soft cloth to clean the case of Orizuru.
●   If  Orizuru's cover is very dirty, you can use a soft cloth to absorb a 
　small amount of diluted neutral detergent, and wipe the cover.

[ Caution ]
●  The Orizuru is not a toy. Do not touch Orizuru when it is glowing.
●  In order to avoid the risk of electric shock, please do not disassemble 
　or remodel Orizuru. 
●   Keep Orizuru away from impact, And high temperature or high humidity
　 place. also avoid direct sunlight.
●   For the power supply, be sure to follow the instructions on the 
　instruction manual. Otherwise, in case of an accident, please be 
　responsible for yourself.

(Battery handling method)
●  Before installing batteries, please confirm the "+" and "-" polarity of the
　battery.
●  If the battery is running out, replace the battery with a new one. Do not 
　mix old and new batteries. In addition, if you do not use it for a long 
　time, please remove all the batteries. Otherwise the battery leakage 
　occurs, it is easy to dirty or damage the goods.
●  Non-rechargeable batteries can not be charged. Otherwise it may 
　cause the battery to leak and even explode.
●  Please keep your batteries dry as much as possible.
●  Keep your batteries away from the hot or humid places. and avoid 
　direct sunlight. The Batteries that has run out should be kept in places 
　where  the child is unable to touch, or throwing away.

●  If the battery terminals of battery-box have dirt, it may cause the 
　Orizuru can not  shine. In this case, please remove the dirt from the 
　battery terminals with a soft cloth.
●  If the battery is leaking, and the leaked liquid adheres to your skin or 
　clothing, rinse with water immediately . If leaked liquid enters your 
　eyes,in this case, wash with a lot of water and to consult a doctor 
　immediately.

Please note :   Orizuru's  after-sale service is limited only in Japan.

[How to use]
●First, you can open the battery holder on the base, and Then in
　the correct direction  to install the battery (please prepare AA
　batteries youself ). 
●Press the switch on pedestal of Orizuru and the Paper cranes 
　will glow.   Press the switch once, that is normal mode. 
　Press again, switch to the light flicker mode .  On the 3d, 
　switch to OFF.
● To avoid the consumption of the batteries, turn off the power when
　 you are not using the product temporarily.
 *If you turn on the switch, the brightness of the Orizuruhas a darker 
  brightness than before, or you cannot switch to the gradient glow 
　mode. it is possible that the power supply in the battery is not 
　enough. You can try to replacing  new batteries.
* Do not mix alkaline batteries and manganese batteries.
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